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Gain a thorough understanding of tax research today
with the hands-on practice needed for success.
Sawyers/Gill's market-leading FEDERAL TAX
RESEARCH, 12E's step-by-step approach uses the
latest examples and engaging discussions to focus
on the most important elements of federal tax law
and tax practices. This edition explains how to use
the latest versions of today's most popular online tax
research tools, including Thomson Reuters
Checkpoint, CCH IntelliConnect, and BNA
Bloomberg. Updated content addresses ethical
challenges in taxation today, qualified business
income deductions and other legislative changes
enacted by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 as
well as how Congress enacts technical changes.
Coverage of professional and legal responsibilities
and IRS practices and procedures helps you prepare
for the CPA exam, while a focus on key research
skills, problem-solving and communication skills
prepares you for success in today’s workplace.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Tax Planning for Troubled Corporations, by noted
tax attorneys Gordon D. Henderson and Stuart J.
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Goldring, clearly outlines the steps involved in
corporate bankruptcy proceedings and examines the
tax procedural aspects of bankruptcy. This classic
treatise provides crystal clear analysis and guidance
for any company considering bankruptcy filing and
for tax, financial and legal advisors to such
companies. It examines the full gamut of tax
aspects, consequences and considerations of
bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy restructuring of
financially troubled businesses -- from the
corporation's initial tax payment and reporting
obligations through the claims resolution process, to
the payment and discharge of tax claims pursuant to
a confirmed Chapter 11 plan.
This is a guide to computer-readable databases
available online, in CD-ROM format, or in other
magnetic formats. Details include database
descriptions, costs, and whom to contact for
purchase. The material is indexed alphabetically,
and by subject, vendor, and producer.
Explains and analyzes important issues and opportunities at
the intersection of tax and bankruptcy law with an emphasis
on solutions and strategies tax professionals can use to
resolve their clients tax problems. Written by Kenneth C. Weil,
an a Horney and CPA with over 20 years experience on
resolving tax disputes for taxpayers.
The second issue of 2014 features articles and essays from
recognized scholars. Contents include these Articles: •
"Group to Individual (G2i) Inference in Scientific Expert
Testimony," David L. Faigman, John Monahan & Christopher
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Slobogin • "Game Theory and the Structure of Administrative
Law," Yehonatan Givati • "Habeas and the Roberts Court,"
Aziz Z. Huq • "Cost-Benefit Analysis and Agency
Independence," Michael A. Livermore • "Accommodating
Every Body," Michael Ashley Stein, Anita Silvers, Bradley A.
Areheart & Leslie Pickering Francis In addition, the issue
includes a Review Essay by Sharon R. Krause entitled "The
Liberalism of Love," and these student Comments: • "Toward
a Uniform Rule: The Collapse of the Civil-Criminal Divide in
Appellate Review of Multitheory General Verdicts," Nathan H.
Jack • "All out of Chewing Gum: A Case for a More Coherent
Limitations Period for ERISA Breach-of-Fiduciary-Duty
Claims," Raphael Janove Quality ebook formatting includes
active TOC, linked notes, active URLs in notes, and all the
charts, tables, and formulae found in the original print version.
Examines competing claims and beliefs about the American
legal system in the area of tax policy and tax enforcement.
Unless you have worked for the IRS, it's pretty hard to get a
handle on the inner workings of this massive governmental
agency and use that information to most effectively represent
your clients. The new third edition of the Internal Revenue
Service Practice & Procedure Deskbook -- written by a former
IRS Tax Examiner - puts valuable insider tips to work for you,
offering proven techniques and practice-oriented advice for
resolving IRS disputes. Now published in an easy-to-use
looseleaf format, the new edition of the Deskbook is fully
updated to reflect and analyse the numerous changes in
federal tax procedure, including analysis of the IRS
Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998, Taxpayer Bill of Rights
2 and 3, and the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. In addition,
Internal Revenue Service Practice & Procedure Deskbook
contains a substantial appendix which includes sample forms
and letters (such as sample protest letters to the Appeals
Office and a model Tax Court petition) as well as the official
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IRS Audit Handbook.
The Code of Federal Regulations Title 26 contains the
codified Federal laws and regulations that are in effect as of
the date of the publication pertaining to Federal taxes and the
Internal Revenue Service.
Saltzman's IRS Practice and ProcedureRevised Study
ProblemsInternal Revenue Service Practice and Procedure
DeskbookPractising Law Inst

This is a practical guide that will help lawyers and
judges assess the qualifications of a business
appraiser and the reliability of the information
presented, and will enable them to work with
valuation issues more efficiently and effectively.
Considers S. 1336, and related S. 1160, S. 1758,
and S. 1879, to amend the Administrative Procedure
Act of 1946 to revise the rulemaking, hearings, and
appellate procedures and public information
programs of regulatory agencies.
Federal Taxation Practice and Procedure (12th
Edition) provides a clear explanation of the
organization, structure and processes involved in
IRS practice. A favorite in practice and procedure
classes because of its clear descriptions and logical
presentation, it is a top reference for practitioners as
well. The book patiently covers the basics, the
complexities and the details with plenty of real-life
illustrations and examples. All the latest IRS
structural changes and developments are explained,
and the book helpfully includes reproductions of
official letters, forms and notices used by the IRS.
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This new 12th Edition reflects the latest statutory,
regulatory and case developments along with
changes in IRS operations and processes. Included
right in place are special end-of-chapter problems for
those using the book as a text or training tool. The
authors continue the practice of carefully and
concisely explaining the workings of the IRS, so that
the reader gets a clear sense of how things work on
a practical level. This comprehensive guide
discusses the administrative structure of the IRS,
ethical duties of the practitioner, preparer penalties,
and the statute of limitations. The Service's
procedure in determining, reviewing, litigating and
collecting tax deficiencies is described, and the roles
of all the key groups within the IRS are covered. Also
included are a discussion of related criminal
investigations and the use of the IRS summons. The
indirect method of proof is also covered. The book's
helpful Appendix contains the key sections from the
Statement of Procedural Rules adopted by the
Treasury Department to govern the internal
administration and functioning of the IRS.
CONTENTS: The book reflects the substantial
experience and resourcefulness of its authors in
highly successful IRS pr
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